Enhanced Performance in Traveling-Wave Electroabsorption Modulators Based on Undercut-Etching the Active-Region
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Abstract—A novel traveling-wave electroabsorption modulator (TWEAM) based on undercut-etching-active-region waveguide (UEAW) is proposed and demonstrated. By selectively wet-etching the InGaAsP from InP to reduce InGaAsP active region, the waveguide can reduce parasitic capacitance with high conductivity in n-InP and p-InP cladding layers. In comparison with conventional ridge-waveguide (RW) TWEAM, 3-dB lower optical-insertion-loss, at least 6 dB higher in radio-frequency-link gain (dc to 40 GHz), and faster electrooptical response (3-dB bandwidth of 25 GHz at 50 Ω-termination for UEAW and 15 GHz for RW) are obtained in UEAW-TWEAM. A 10-Gbs/s operation with low swing voltage of 0.6 V has been achieved in UEA-TWEAM, a 3.2-dB enhancement over RW-TWEAM. It indicates the tradeoff in designing electroabsorption modulators can be greatly released.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTROABSORPTION modulators (EAMs) have attracted a lot of interest in the application of optical fiber communication because high speed, high extinction ratio, compact size is possible along with integration with other semiconductor devices, such as semiconductor lasers, optical amplifiers, and passive components. In an optical-fiber link, low insertion loss and high extinction ratio are always the important figures of merits for judging the performance of EAMs. Since semiconductor optical waveguides are generally formed by p-i-n layers, the EAMs’ performance is mainly limited by the highly loaded capacitances in the active region causing two tradeoffs in design, 1) between speed and extinction ratio and 2) microwave loss and optical transmission loss [1]–[5]. Designing and fabricating waveguide cores having small widths is, thus, necessary to reduce the parasitic capacitance. Several types of EAMs have been demonstrated for high bandwidth and efficiency. For example, using short waveguides, the high-speed performance is obtained due to the low resistance–capacitance (RC)-lump element at the expense of higher drive voltage [4]–[6]. Long EAMs can easily get large on-off ratio, but with reduced speed. Traveling-wave EAMs (TWEAMs) are used to overcome the RC-lump limit [2], [3], [7], [8], and achieve large bandwidth and low drive voltage. However, long waveguides still suffer high microwave and optical loss from the thin active region and small waveguide-cores in p-i-n structures, where the widths are typically 2–3 μm. The main factors determining the microwave loss of p-i-n waveguide are from the loaded capacitance and its serially connected resistances on p- and n-layers in terms of equivalent circuit model [9]. Both lowering the loaded capacitance and the resistances of p- and n-layers can result in lower microwave loss. Moreover, high optical loss in such small and long waveguide greatly restricts the electrical–optical signal-link gain [1], [4]. In order to reduce the optical loss in waveguide [10], [11], high-standard and complicated semiconductor processing is needed to get small size and smooth optical waveguides, or increasing optical-mode with periphery coupling structure is used to enhance optical transmission [12]. In this work, a novel method based on selectively undercut-etching-active-region waveguide (UEAW) to reduce the width of active region with low resistance in cladding layers has been proposed and applied to improve the loss and high-speed properties of the TWEAM modulator.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

The microwave circuit structure and semiconductor processing are based on a TWEAM structure [2], [8]. Semiconductor material used for fabrication is grown on a semi-insulated InP wafer by a metal–organic chemical vapor deposition system. Strain-compensated InGaAsP quantum wells (QWs) (ten 12-nm In₀.₃Ga₀.₇As₀.₇₆P₀.₂₄ wells and 11 7-nm In₀.₃₀Ga₀.₇₀As₀.₇₇P₀.₂₃ barriers) sandwiched by the top p-cladding InP layers and the bottom n-cladding InP layers are deposited as the active region (electroabsorption layers) of waveguide. There are two different types of waveguides fabricated in the same wafer; one is the UEAW and the other is a regular ridge-waveguide (RW) served as the control sample. The processing steps are intentionally kept the same except for undercut-etching-active region. The ridges are formed by CH₄:H₂:Ar reactive-ion-etching through the QWs into n-InP layer, where two types of ridges are formed, 6-μm width for UEAW and 2-μm width for RW. A slight wet etching (HBr-based solution) on the sidewalls of both kinds of ridges is subsequently used to get smoother sidewalls. Following that, in UEAW area, a 2-μm-wide active region is defined by
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selectively undercut-etching the active region (InGaAsP) from n-InP and p-InP layers using a H₃PO₄: H₂O₂: DI solution. The p-type (Ti:Pt: Au) and n-type (Ni–AuGe–Ni–Au) metallization are deposited by an e-beam evaporator. PMGI is used for passivating the undercut-etching surface of UEAW and the side wall of RW, planarization and bridging the coplanar waveguide (CPW) interconnected lines. The subsequent measurement on dark current (0.5 V, 20 nA for both structures), photocurrent, and optical transmission on both structures for at least three months shows similar behaviors, indicating the PMGI can passivate the undercut etched side walls. Ti–Au deposition is for the final CPW lines acting as input and output microwave feed lines. Fig. 1 shows the top view (right side) and the waveguide facet (left bottom) of the final device.

III. MEASUREMENT, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the two types of EAMs, UEAW and RW, are experimentally compared in three ways: 1) dc optical transmission measurement, 2) high-speed small-signal EO response measurement, and 3) 10-Gb/s large-signal digital-optical-data transmission characterization.

The optical transmission is measured using two fiber-based lenses for input and output optical coupling at an optical wavelength of 1550 nm. Fig. 2 shows transverse-electric (TE) mode optical transmission as a function of bias on 300-μm-long EAMs. About 3–4 dB higher transmission is observed in UEAW than in RW. Similar optical electroabsorption effects for 0–1.5 V are obtained, suggesting that the optical modes of both structures are the same, while the RW type suffers more optical propagation loss in the waveguides. High modulation efficiency of >15 dB/V and large extinction ratio is attributed to the long electroabsorption interaction. As shown in Fig. 3, measuring on different lengths of devices, the optical coupling losses (no AR-coating) are determined to be ~12 dB on UEAW and ~12.5 dB on RW by extrapolating the transmission curves, confirming the same modes are obtained by both structures. The inset of Fig. 3 plots the calculated optical fields (contour plots, dashed lines for RW and solid lines for UEAW) by the beam propagation method. On the edge of the 2-μm-wide waveguide, the periphery of the UEAWs mode is either buried in the p- and n-layers or surrounding the selective etching surface and the wet-etching surface of only ~190-nm-thick MQW. The calculated optical confinement factors on active region for both structures are 36.5% for UEAW and 35.8% for RW, respectively. Also, the correlation factor between two modes is about 0.99. The main reason causing the lower transmission loss in UEAW is due to the lower scattering loss from selectively wet-etching on the edge of the active region and the buried field in cladding layers [9], [10].

In characterizing the high-speed EO transmission, a high-speed (40 GHz) vector network analyzer incorporating an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a high-speed photodetector are used to test small-signal EO response. The device is terminated by a 50-Ω resistor at the output port for reducing the microwave reflection. Fig. 4 plots the EO response of 300-μm-long TWEAMs for both types, UEAW and RW. The bias point is set as 0 V. As shown in Fig. 4, the conversion EO efficiency at low frequencies in UEAW is about 6–8 dB higher than in RW confirming the UEAW has approximately 3–4 dB higher dc optical transmission (as shown in Fig. 2). However, the EO efficiency exhibits a significant improvement of 12 dB at frequencies of higher than 30 GHz, indicating the electrical performance at high frequency can be enhanced from UEAW structure. The corresponding 3-dB bandwidth is 25 GHz for UEAW-TWEAM, and 15 GHz for RW-TWEAM. Different bias (from 0 to 0.5 V) and different optical power (from 0 to 8 dBm) are also launched into devices, and similar high-speed EO-responses with level-shifts only are obtained to show no other optical nonlinear effects in the device. Extracted from
was 6 dB higher EO conversion efficiency, and the swing voltage obtained from UEAW-TWEAM was longer than from RW-TWEAM, large electrical signal excitation. A pattern length of 1.38 nF/m for RW, where the higher capacitance on UEAW results in smooth waveguide, low capacitance, and low resistance in n- and p-cladding layers is the main contribution to the lower microwave attenuation inside the waveguide. The calculated microwave propagation loss shows that there is at least a 1.8-dB improvement on UEAW than RW at frequencies higher than 30 GHz. It should be noted that UEAW-TWEAM has similar parasitic capacitance as RW-TWEAM; the faster response is still observed implying the wider p-InP and n-InP cladding layers is the main contribution to the lower microwave attenuation inside the waveguide.

A 10-Gb/s data transmission system is also built up to further investigate the properties of TWEAMS of both types under the large electrical signal excitation. A pattern length of 23 – 1 was used by the bit-error-rate-test (BERT) system. The output optical power from a distributed feedback laser was set as 11 dBm with wavelength of 1550 nm. An EDFA at the output of devices was used to amplify the optical signal. A high-speed optical receiver is used as an optical-to-electrical converter. The output swing voltage (V_{pp}) from the pattern generator is 0.6 V. As shown in Fig. 5, a clearer and more open eye pattern is observed from UEAW-TWEAM than from RW and the BER measurement shows a large different gap between both types. The sensitivity of –36.2 dBm at BER of 10^{-10} obtained from UEAW-TWEAM is 3.2 dB better than the RW-TWEAM. The power penalty is mainly attributed to the higher optical loss and slower frequency response in RW-type, indicating UEA TWEAM has advantages over RW TWEAM in the overall performance.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the technique of UEAW, a novel type of TWEAM is successfully developed, fabricated, and measured. Reducing the width of active region by selectively wet-etching on InGaAsP from InP results in smooth waveguide, low capacitance, and low resistance in n- and p-cladding layers. As comparing with the conventional RW TWEAM, –3 dB lower for optical transmission loss, and >6 dB higher EO conversion efficiency all over dc to 40 GHz is obtained in UEAW-TWEAM. A 3-dB bandwidth of 25 GHz at 50-Ω termination is obtained in UEAW-TWEAM, which is faster than RW-TWEAM (3-dB bandwidth of 15 GHz). It indicates that the tradeoff between modulation efficiency, high speed, and optical loss in EAMs can be largely reduced by UEAW. A 10-Gb/s operation with V_{pp} swing voltage of 0.6 V has been achieved in 300-μm-long UEAW-TWEAM, while the RW-TWEAM has 3.2-dB power penalty showing this kind of structure has high potential for the application of high-speed and low-loss EAMs.
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